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Abstract

Nearly two years after the o!cial end of the "Great Recession," the labor market
remains historically weak. Many commentators have attributed the ongoing weakness
in part to supply-side e"ects driven by dramatic expansions of Unemployment Insurance
(UI) benefit durations, to as many as 99 weeks. This paper investigates the e"ect of
these UI extensions on job search and reemployment. I use the longitudinal structure of
the Current Population Survey to construct unemployment exit hazards that vary across
states, over time, and between individuals with di"ering unemployment durations. I
then use these hazards to explore a variety of comparisons intended to distinguish the
e"ects of UI extensions from other determinants of employment outcomes.

The various specifications yield quite similar results. UI extensions had small but
significant negative e"ects on the probability that the eligible unemployed would exit
unemployment, concentrated among the long-term unemployed. These reflect both
reduced reemployment rates and reduced rates of labor force exit; in combination,
they raised the unemployment rate by about 0.3 percentage points over what it would
otherwise have been. Half or more of this e"ect is due to reduced labor force exit among
the unemployed rather than to changes in reemployment rates that are of greater policy
concern; some analyses even suggest that UI extensions, by keeping displaced workers
in the labor market, may have increased the share who were later reemployed.

1 Introduction

While the so-called “Great Recession” o!cially ended in June 2009, word has not yet reached

the labor market. In May 2011, the unemployment rate remained above nine percent — it

!E-mail: rothstein@berkeley.edu. I thank David Card, Hank Farber, Rob Valetta, and Till von Wachter
for helpful conversations, and participants in the Berkeley public economics seminar for comments. I grate-
fully acknowledge research support from the Institute for Research on Labor and Employment at UC Berke-
ley. Ana Rocca provided excellent research assistance. This research draws on my experiences working in
the Obama Administration in 2009-10, but all opinions expressed herein are my own.
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has fallen below that threshold for only 2 of the last 25 months — and 45% of the unemployed

had been out of work for more than six months.

An important part of the policy response to the Great Recession has been a dramatic

expansion of Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefits. Preexisting law provided for up to

26 weeks of benefits, plus up to 20 additional weeks of "Extended Benefits" (EB) in states

experiencing high unemployment rates. But Congress has frequently authorized additional

weeks on an ad hoc basis in past recessions, and starting in June 2008 it enacted a series of

UI extensions that brought statutory benefit durations to as long as 99 weeks.

Unemployment benefits subsidize continued unemployment. Thus, it seems likely that

the unprecedented UI extensions in 2008 and 2009 have contributed to some degree to the

elevated unemployment rate. However, the magnitude and interpretation of this e"ect is not

clear. In an op-ed, Barro (2010) presents a “rough” estimate that extensions of UI benefits

contributed 2.7 percentage points to the unemployment rate in June 2010, and Grubb’s

(2011) comprehensive review of the literature leads him to a similar conclusion (p. 34).

Several direct analyses of recent labor force survey data (see, e.g., Mazumder, 2011; Valetta

and Kuang, 2010; Fujita, 2011) find smaller but still substantial e"ects.

There are two channels by which UI can raise unemployment, however, with very di"erent

policy implications. On the one hand, UI extensions can lead recipients to reduce their

search e"ort and raise their reservation wages, slowing the transition into employment. On

the other hand, UI benefits – which are available only to those engaged in active job search

– also provide an incentive for continued search for those who might otherwise have exited

the labor force. The latter raises measured unemployment but has no e"ect – or possibly

even a positive e"ect – on the reemployment of displaced workers. Based in part on this

observation, Howell and Azizoglu (2011) find “no support” for the view that UI extensions

have reduced employment.

Uncovering the causal e"ect of UI extensions on labor market outcomes is di!cult be-

cause these extensions are badly endogenous by design — UI benefits are extended in severe

recessions precisely because it is seen as unreasonable to expect a displaced worker in a weak

labor market to find a job by the expiration of regular benefits. Thus, obtaining a credible

estimate of the e"ect of the recent UI extensions requires a strategy for distinguishing this
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e"ect from the confounding influence of historically weak labor demand.

This paper uses the haphazard roll-out of the EUC and EB programs during the Great

Recession to identify the partial equilibrium e"ects of the recent UI extensions on the labor

market outcomes of displaced workers. I use the longitudinal structure of the Current

Population Survey to construct hazard rates for unemployment exit, reemployment, and

labor force exit that vary across states, over time, and between individuals displaced at

di"erent dates.

I explore a variety of strategies for isolating the causal e"ect of UI extensions. One

strategy exploits the gradual rollout and repeated expiration of EUC benefits through suc-

cessive federal legislation to generate variation in benefit durations across labor markets

facing plausibly similar demand conditions. A second exploits state decisions to take up or

decline optional EB provisions that alter the availability of EB benefits, using a “control

function” to distinguish the e"ects of the economic conditions that define eligibility. Third,

as in Valetta and Kuang (2010), I use UI-ineligible job seekers as a control group for eligible

unemployed workers in the same state-month labor markets. Finally, I exploit di"erences

in expected eligibility for EUC benefits by date of unemployment, driven by the uneven

way that the EUC program phases out when it expires, to generate variation in UI benefit

durations among UI-eligible workers within state-month cells.

All of the strategies point to broadly similar conclusions. The availability of extended UI

benefits caused small reductions in the probability that unemployed workers exited unem-

ployment, reducing the monthly hazard in the fourth quarter of 2010 — when the average

unemployed worker anticipated a total benefit duration of 65 weeks — by about 1.0 per-

centage points (on a base of 23.0%). Not more than half of the unemployment exit e"ect

comes from e"ects on reemployment: My preferred specification indicates that UI exten-

sions reduced the average monthly reemployment hazard of unemployed displaced workers

in 2010:Q4 by 0.3 percentage points (on a base of 13.7%), and reduced the monthly labor

force exit hazard by 0.9 percentage points (on a base of 9.4%).

The labor force exit e"ect raises the possibility that UI extensions might actually raise

the employment rate of formerly displaced workers in bad economic times, by extending the
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time until they abandon their search.1 However, estimating this e"ect requires strong as-

sumptions. Adopting such assumptions, I simulate the e"ect of the 2008-2010 UI extensions

on aggregate unemployment and on the long-term unemployment share. All of the estimates

are partial equilibrium, as I assume that reduced job search from one worker has no e"ect

on the search behavior or job-finding rate of any other worker. This almost certainly leads

me to overstate the e"ect of UI extensions.

Nevertheless, I find quite small e"ects. My preferred specification indicates that in the

absence of unemployment extensions, the unemployment rate in December 2010 would have

been about 0.3 percentage points lower and the long-term share of the unemployed would

have been about 1.4 percentage points lower, with about half of each e"ect coming from

reduced labor force exit. A simulation of the outcomes of workers displaced in the first

quarter of 2009 indicates that UI extensions raised the share who became reemployed by

January 2011 by about 1.3 percentage points (on a base of 68%) by reducing the share who

exited the labor force. As this simulation requires an independent risks assumption that is

not very plausible, it would be premature to conclude that the EUC and EB programs have

had net positive e"ects on the reemployment of displaced workers. However, it is clear that

any negative e"ects are quite small.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews recent labor

market trends and discusses the UI extensions that have been an important part of the

policy response. It also presents a simple model of the e"ects of UI benefit durations and

discusses existing estimates of the e"ect of the recent extensions. Section 3 discusses the

longitudinally-linked CPS data that I use to study the e"ects of UI. Section 4 presents my

empirical strategies for isolating the UI e"ect. Section 5 presents estimates of the e"ect of

UI benefit durations on the unemployment exit hazard. Section 6 develops a simulation

methodology that I use to extrapolate these estimates to obtain e"ects on labor market

aggregates, and presents results. Section 7 concludes.

1In addition, UI may reduce hysteresis by increasing labor force attachment and thereby slowing the
deterioration of job skills. If so, UI extensions could make displaced workers more employable when demand
recovers. A related possibility is that UI extensions may deter displaced workers from claiming disability
payments (Duggan and Imberman, 2009; Joint Economic Committee, 2010).
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2 The Labor Market and Unemployment Insurance in the

Great Recession

2.1 Labor market trends

The recession o!cially began in December 2007, but the downturn was slow at first: Sea-

sonally adjusted U.S. real GDP fell at an annual rate of only 0.7 percent in the first quarter

of 2008. Conditions worsened sharply in late 2008 and GDP contracted at an annual rate

of 6.8 percent in the fourth quarter.

The labor market downturn also began slowly. Figure 1 shows that the unemployment

rate began trending up in 2007, but remained only 5.8% in July 2008. Over the next year,

however, it rose 3.7 percentage points, to 9.5 percent, and has fallen below 9 percent in only

two months since. Employment data show similar trends: Nonfarm payroll employment rose

through most of 2007, fell by 738,000 in the first half of 2008, and then fell by nearly 6.8

million over the next year. Job losses continued at slower rates in the second half of 2009,

followed by modest and inconsistent growth in 2010. As of May 2011, employment remained

6.9 million below its pre-recession peak.

Figure 1 also shows the long-term unemployment rate, defined as the share of the un-

employed who have been out of work for six months or more. It generally lags the overall

unemployment rate by about six months or perhaps a bit more: It began to increase slowly

in early 2008 and much more quickly in late 2008, reaching a peak around 45% in early 2010

and remaining mostly stable since then.

Figures 2A and 2B illustrate gross labor market flows over the course of the reces-

sion. These are obtained from two sources: The Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey

(JOLTS), which derives from employer reports, and the gross flows data computed by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics from matched monthly Current Population Survey (CPS) house-

hold data discussed at length below. Figure 2A shows flows out of work: Quits and layo"s

from the JOLTS (“other separations,” including retirements, are not shown), and gross

employment-to-unemployment (E-U) flows from the CPS. Figure 2B shows flows into work:

Hires from the JOLTS and unemployment-to-employment (U-E) flows from the CPS. It also
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shows unemployment-to-nonparticipation (U-N) flows, with both the U-E and U-N flows

expressed as shares of the previous month’s unemployed population.

Together, Figures 2A and 2B shed a good deal of light on the dynamics of the rise

and stagnation of the unemployment rate.2 Figure 2A shows that layo"s spiked and quits

collapsed in late 2008, indicating an extreme weakening of labor demand; interestingly, the

decline in quits seems to have preceded the increase in layo"s by several months. Not

surprisingly, the number of monthly employment-to-unemployment transitions increased by

about one-third over the course of 2008. Layo"s returned to (or even below) normal levels

in late 2009, but quits remained just over half of their pre-recession level and E-U flows

remained high, suggesting that weak demand continued to dissuade workers from leaving

their jobs and to impede the usual quick transition of displaced workers into new jobs.

Turning to Figure 2B, we see that the collapse in new hires was more gradual than

the spike in layo"s and began much earlier, in late 2007. The rate at which unemployed

workers transitioned into employment also began to decline at this time, then fell much

more sharply in late 2008. Recall that the rapid run-up in long-term unemployment was

in mid-2009, roughly six months later, again suggesting that the usual process by which

displaced workers are recycled into new jobs was substantially disrupted around the time

of the financial crisis. U-E flows remain very low through the present day. Finally, the

U-N flow rate fell rather than rose during the recession, despite weak labor demand which

might plausibly have led unemployed workers to become discouraged. This is plausibly

a consequence of unemployment insurance benefit extensions, which created incentives for

ongoing search even if the prospect of finding a job was remote.

2.2 The policy response

Congress responded quickly to the deteriorating labor market, authorizing Emergency Un-

employment Compensation (EUC) benefits in June 2008, but proceeded in fits and starts

thereafter.3 The June 2008 legislation made 13 weeks of EUC benefits available to any-

2See Elsby, Hobijn, and Sahin (2010) for a more detailed examination of these and other aggregate data.
3This discussion draws heavily on Fujita (2010). I neglect a number of complexities of the UI program. In

particular, claimants whose previous jobs were short are not eligible for the full 26 weeks of regular benefits
or for the indicated number of weeks of EUC benefits. There are also important complexities having to do
with unemployment spells interrupted by periods of employment or inactivity.
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one who exhausted his regular benefits before March 28, 2009. The EUC program was

subsequently extended and expanded several times by Congressional action:

• In November 2008, an additional seven weeks were added to what was thereafter

referred to as “Tier I” of EUC benefits. On top of this, 13 weeks of Tier II benefits

were made available in states with unemployment rates above 6 percent, permitting

as many as 33 weeks of EUC benefits in those states.

• In February 2009, the expiration of the EUC program was extended to December 26,

2009.

• In November 2009, Tier II benefits were extended by one week and made unconditional.

13 weeks of Tier III benefits were added in states with unemployment rates above

6 percent, and six further weeks of Tier IV benefits were provided for states with

unemployment rates above 8.5 percent. In such states, the four tiers together provided

as many as 53 weeks of benefits. However, the program expiration date was unchanged

from December 26, 2009.

• On December 19, 2009, one week before the scheduled expiration, the expiration date

was pushed back to February 28, 2010.

• On March 2, 2010, the expiration date was extended to April 5 of that year, retroactive

to the February 28 expiration.

• On April 15, 2010, the expiration date was again retroactively extended to June 2.

• On July 22, 2010, seven weeks after the June 2 expiration, the EUC program was once

again retroactively extended to November 30.

• On December 17, 2010, the expiration date was extended, again retroactively, to Jan-

uary 3, 2012.

On top of these EUC program expansions and extensions, the American Recovery and

Reinvestment Act of (February) 2009 made several other changes to the UI program: It

provided for $25 in extra weekly benefits to each recipient, for full Federal funding of the EB
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program (formerly split equally between state and federal budgets), for tax deductibility of

a portion of UI benefits, and for somewhat expanded eligibility for benefits. The EB funding

change induced a number of states to begin participating in the program and to adopt its

optional, more generous triggers, further adding to the number of weeks of benefits available

to unemployed workers.

Combining 26 weeks of regular benefits, up to 53 weeks of EUC, and as many as 20 weeks

of EB, statutory benefit durations have reached as long as 99 weeks. However, this overstates

the number of weeks that any individual claimant could expect. According to EUC program

rules, after the program expires participants can draw out the remaining benefits from any

tier already started but cannot transition to the next tier. Throughout 2010, the expiration

date of the program was never more than a few months away. Thus, although as many 99

weeks of EUC benefits were available in statute starting in November 2009, no individual

exhausting her regular benefits in 2010 could have anticipated being able to draw benefits

from EUC Tiers III or IV absent further congressional action, keeping maximum anticipated

benefit durations below 70 for anyone who was not already out of work for a year or more.

It is not clear how to model workers’ expectations in the weeks leading up to a scheduled

EUC expiration. They might reasonably have expected an extension, if only to smooth

the “cli"” in benefits that would otherwise be created. However, each extension has been

highly controversial, facing determined opposition and filibusters in the Senate. It would

have been quite a leap of faith in mid 2010, in the midst of a Republican resurgence, for an

unemployed worker to assume that the program would be extended beyond its November 30

expiration. Moreover, even a worker who foresaw an eventual extension might (reasonably)

have expected a gap in benefits between the program’s expiration and its eventual reautho-

rization. For a UI recipient facing binding credit constraints, benefits paid retroactively are

much less valuable than those paid on time. I thus assume throughout that workers assume

at all times that the EUC program will expire as scheduled according to then-current law

and that neither state nor federal legislation will change the terms of the program.4 I also

assume that workers forecast that their states will neither trigger on to EUC tiers or EB

4Farber and Valletta (2011), in an analysis otherwise similar to this one, assume instead that workers act
as if they anticipate seamless extensions. They obtain similar results to those here.
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benefits that they are not yet on nor trigger o" of those that they are currently on.

Figure 3 provides two ways of looking at the evolution of UI durations. The left panel

shows estimates for the state with the longest benefit durations at any point in time. After

late 2008, this is a state qualifying for 20 weeks of EB benefits and all extant EUC tiers. The

right panel shows the (unweighted) average across states. In each panel, the short dashes

show the maximum number of weeks available by statute over time, while the long dashes

and the solid line show the expectations of a newly displaced worker and of a worker who

has just exhausted her regular benefits, respectively.

The “statutory” series shows a rapid run-up, due primarily to EUC expansions and

secondarily to EB triggers, in 2008 and throughout 2009, followed by repeated collapses in

2010 when the EUC program temporarily sunsetted. However, the other two series show

much more gradual changes from the perspective of individuals early in their allowed benefits.

The EUC program has been largely irrelevant for newly displaced workers, as only for a brief

period in early 2009 and then after December 2010 was the expiration of the EUC program

farther away than the exhaustion of such a worker’s regular benefits. EUC has been more

relevant for workers already reaching exhaustion of their benefits, as they could anticipate at

least Tier I benefits at all times except during the temporary sunsets. Even these workers,

however, could not look forward to Tier II, III, or IV benefits for most of the history of

the program, as the statutory expiration was rarely further away than the 20 week duration

of Tier I benefits. It is only in December 2010 and the very beginning of 2011 that any

such worker could anticipate a full 99 weeks of benefits. A final feature to notice is that the

average state was quite close to the maximum from 2009 on, as most states had adopted at

least 13 weeks of EB benefits and most had hit their triggers.

2.3 A model of job search and UI durations

To fix ideas, I develop a simple discrete time model of job search with exogenous wages and

time-limited unemployment insurance. The model yields two main results: First, search

intensity rises as UI benefit expiration approaches, and is higher for UI exhaustees than for

those still receiving benefits. Thus, an extension of UI benefits reduces the reemployment

chances of searching individuals, both those who have exhausted their regular benefits and
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those who are still drawing regular benefits and thus not directly a"ected by the extension.

Second, when UI benefit receipt is conditioned on continuing job search, benefit extensions

can raise the probability of search continuation. Both results imply positive e"ects of benefit

extensions on measured unemployment. However, because the second channel can increase

search, the net e"ect on the reemployment of displaced workers is ambiguous.

I assume that individuals cannot borrow or save.5 The income — and therefore the

consumption — of an unemployed individual is b if she receives UI benefits and is 0 otherwise.

Her per-period flow utility is u (c) ! s, where c is her consumption and s is the amount of

e"ort she devotes to search. If she finds a job, it will be permanent and will o"er an

exogenous wage w > b and flow utility u (w). The probability that she finds a job in a

period is an increasing function of search e"ort, p (s), with p" (s) > 0, p"" (s) < 0, p (0) = 0,

p" (0) = ", and p (s) < 1 for all s. Although p (s) might naturally be modeled as a function of

changing labor market conditions, to avoid excessive complexity from dynamic anticipation

e"ects I assume that job seekers treat it as fixed. I assume that unemployment benefits are

available for up to D periods of unemployment. Initially, I model these as conditional only

on continued unemployment; later, I condition also on a minimum level of search e"ort.

With these assumptions, the value function of someone who has a job at the beginning

of a period is VE =
!

#

t=0 !
tu (w), where 1 ! ! is the per-period discount rate. The value

function of an unemployed individual depends on her search e"ort and on the number of

weeks of benefits remaining, d:

VU (s, d) =

"

#

#

$

#

#

%

u (b)! s+ ! [p (s)VE + (1! p (s))VU (d! 1)] if d > 0

u (0)! s+ ! [p (s)VE + (1! p (s))VU (0)] if d = 0

(1)

where VU (d) # maxs VU (s, d). Search e"ort is chosen to maximize VU (s, d). The optimal

choice will satisfy

p" (s!d) =
1

! (VE ! VU (0))

5Chetty (2008) finds that much of the search e!ect of unemployment insurance is concentrated among
those who are credit constrained, and also that lump-sum severance pay has a similar e!ect to UI benefit
extensions (see also Card, Chetty, and Weber, 2007a). Both results suggest that the income e!ects of UI
benefits may be more important than the substitution e!ects.
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for d $ {0, 1} and

p" (s!d) =
1

! (VE ! VU (d! 1))

for d > 1. The following results are proved in an appendix.

Proposition 1. The value function VU (d) is increasing in d: VU (d+ 1) > VU (d) for all

d % 0.

Proposition 2. Search e!ort increases as exhaustion approaches, reaching its final level in

the penultimate period of benefit receipt: s!d+1 < s!d < s!1 = s!0 for all d % 2.

Proposition 2 implies that unemployment insurance extensions will reduce job-finding

rates at all unemployment durations below the new maximum benefit duration D and will

shift the time-until-reemployment distribution rightward. The relative magnitude of the

e"ect at di"erent unemployment durations depends on the shape of the p () function, but

under plausible parameterizations
&

s!d$1 ! s!d
'

declines with d so benefit extensions will have

the largest e"ects on the search e"ort of those who would otherwise be at or near exhaustion.

But these results neglect the impact of UI job search requirements. To incorporate them,

I assume that an individual is considered a part of the labor force and therefore eligible to

receive UI benefits only if his search e"ort is at least " > 0; otherwise, he receives no benefit

but preserves his remaining benefit entitlement.6 The value function is now:

ṼU (s, d) =

"

#

#

$

#

#

%

u (b)! s+ !
(

p (s)VE + (1! p (s)) ṼU (d! 1)
)

if d > 0 and s % "

u (0)! s+ !
(

p (s)VE + (1! p (s)) ṼU (d)
)

if d = 0 or s < "

(2)

Unemployment benefits may deter an unemployed individual from exiting the labor

force if search productivity is low (i.e., if p" (") < 1
!(VE$VU (d$1))) and if benefit levels are

high relative to ". It can be shown that:

Proposition 3. Any individual who chooses search e!ort s % " with d weeks of benefits

remaining would also choose s % " with d" weeks remaining, for all d, d" > 0.

6It is mathematically convenient but not substantively important that the range of s for which benefits
are paid be closed on the left. Thus, I assume ! is strictly positive, although it can be arbitrarily close to
zero.
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Intuitively, an individual who chooses s < " when her UI entitlement has not yet been

exhausted faces identical optimization problems in both the preceding and the following

weeks. Thus, labor force exit occurs either immediately after a job loss or upon exhaustion of

UI benefits; UI benefit extensions reduce nonparticipation among those who would otherwise

have exhausted their benefits. This implies that the net e"ect of UI extensions when job

search requirements are enforced is ambiguous: Those who would have searched intensively

will reduce their search e"ort, while some of those who would have dropped out of the labor

force will increase their e"ort. The relative strength of these two e"ects is likely to vary over

the business cycle: When labor demand is strong and search productivity therefore high,

the negative e"ect is likely to dominate, but when search productivity is low the former may

be more important.

Finally, it is worth mentioning two important factors that are not captured by this model.

First, p (s) may evolve over the business cycle. If p (s) is temporarily low but expected to

recover later, UI extensions might keep individuals searching through the low-demand period.

If search productivity is increasing in past search e"ort, as is implied by many discussions of

hysteresis, this could lead to higher employment when the economy recovers. Even without

state dependence in p (s), UI extensions may bring discouraged workers back into the labor

force earlier in the business cycle upswing. Second, I do not model general equilibrium e"ects,

or “crowding out.” Reduced search e"ort from one person likely increases the productivity

of search for all others — if a UI recipient does not take an available job, this merely makes

the job available to someone else. This kind of search externality is particularly important

if the labor market is “demand constrained,” but arises anytime labor demand is downward

sloping. In the presence of search externalities, partial-equilibrium estimates of the e"ect of

UI extensions on reemployment probabilities will overstate the general equilibrium e"ects.

2.4 Prior estimates of the e!ect of UI extensions in the Great Recession

There have been a number of estimates of the e"ect of the recent UI extensions on labor

market outcomes. All involve extrapolations from pre-recession estimates of the e"ect of UI

durations or from pre-recession unemployment exit rates. Barro (2010) assumes that in the

absence of the extensions the long-term unemployment rate would have held to the 24.5%
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level seen in 1983.7 This leads him to conclude that the unemployment rate would have

been 2.7 percentage points lower in June 2010 than it actually was.

Mazumder (2011) uses estimates of the e"ect of UI durations from Katz and Meyer

(1990a) and Card and Levine (2000) to conclude that UI extensions contributed 0.8 to

1.2 percentage points to the unemployment rate in February 2011.8 But UI durations in

the current recession are longer and labor market conditions are di"erent in a variety of

ways than in the periods used for the earlier studies. The e"ect of UI durations in the

earlier estimates largely reflects a spike in the unemployment exit hazard in the weeks

immediately prior to benefit exhaustion. Katz and Meyer (1990b) find that much of this

spike is attributable to laid o" workers recalled to their previous job; these recalls are

thought to have become much less common in recent years. Card, Chetty, and Weber

(2007a,b) suggest that much of the remaining spike is attributable to labor force exit rather

than reemployment, highlighting the importance of distinguishing these two channels.9

Fujita (2011) extrapolates from reemployment and labor force exit hazards observed in

2004-2007 to infer counterfactual hazards in 2009-2010 had UI benefits not been extended.

To absorb confounding e"ects from changes in labor demand, he controls linearly for the job

vacancy rate. He finds larger e"ects of UI extensions on unemployment than does Mazumder

(2011), primarily attributable to reduced reemployment rather than reduced labor force exit.

However, these conclusions are based on the extrapolated e"ects of a reduction in the job

vacancy rate that is roughly twice as large as the range observed in the earlier period.

Valetta and Kuang (2010) contrast changes in the unemployment durations of job-losers

— many of whom are eligible for UI benefits — and job-leavers — who are not — over the

course of the recession, in principle identifying the UI e"ect in the presence of arbitrary

changes in demand conditions. They conclude that UI extensions raised the unemployment

rate by 0.8 percentage points in mid-2010. However, the collapse in the quit rate seen in

7This ignores the long-run secular increase in the long-term unemployment rate, which at the business
cycle peak in December 2007 was more than double its level at the January 1980 peak (18.9% vs. 8.3%).

8Aaronson, Mazumder, and Schechter (2010), Fujita (2010), and Elsby, Hobijn, and Sahin (2010) use
similar strategies and obtain similar results.

9Another potential explanation for large spikes in at least some of the earlier studies is heaping in reported
unemployment durations. Katz (1986) and Sider (1985) suggest that in retrospective reports much of the
observed heaping — especially prominent at 26 weeks (or 6 months), the duration of regular UI benefits —
reflects recall error or other factors (Card and Levine, 2000) rather than UI e!ects.
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Figure 2A suggests that UI extensions may not be the only source of changes in the relative

outcomes of job losers and job leavers. If the remaining job leavers come largely from sectors

where job openings are plentiful while job losers come from those hit hard by the recession

(e.g., construction), the comparison between them will overstate any negative e"ect of UI

extensions.

Finally, Grubb’s (2011) and Howell and Azizoglu’s (2011) literature reviews come to

very di"erent conclusions about the likely e"ect of the current extensions. Grubb concludes

that UI extensions are responsible for much of the increase in unemployment over the re-

cession, while Howell and Azizoglu conclude that any e"ect is much smaller and primarily

attributable to reduced labor force exit induced by the UI job search requirement.

3 Data

I use the Current Population Survey (CPS) rotating panel to measure the labor market

outcomes of a large sample of unemployed workers in the very recent past. Three-quarters

of each month’s CPS sample is targeted for another interview the following month, and it is

possible to match over 70% of monthly respondents (94% of the attempted reinterviews) to

employment statuses in the following month. (The most important source of mismatches is

individuals who move, who are not followed.) This permits me to measure one-month-later

employment outcomes for roughly 4,000 unemployed workers each month during the Great

Recession, and thereby to construct monthly reemployment and labor force exit hazards

that vary by state, date of unemployment, and unemployment duration.

The CPS data have advantages and disadvantages relative to other data that have been

used to study UI e"ects. Advantages include larger and more current samples, the ability to

track outcomes for individuals who have exhausted their UI benefits or who are not eligible,

and the ability to distinguish reemployment from labor force exit.

These are o"set by important limitations. First, the monthly CPS does not contain

measures of UI eligibility or receipt. Past research has found that only about half of the

unemployed actually receive UI benefits (Anderson and Meyer, 1997). This appears to

have risen somewhat in the current recession; I estimate that over half of displaced work-
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ers unemployed more than three months in early 2010 received UI benefits.10 Although

the participation rate is far less than 100%, I simulate remaining benefit durations for all

displaced workers, assuming that each is eligible for full benefits. As I estimate relatively

sparse specifications without extensive individual controls, the estimates can be seen as the

“reduced form” average e"ect of available durations on the labor market outcomes of all

displaced workers, pooling recipients and nonrecipients. To implement the simulation, I

match the CPS data to detailed information about the availability of EUC and EB benefits

at a state-week level and compute eligibility for benefits in each week between the time of

displacement and the initial CPS interview (including those paid retroactively due to de-

layed reauthorizations). I assume that one week of eligibility has been used for each week

of covered unemployment (including retroactive coverage due to delayed reauthorizations).

In modeling expectations for benefits subsequent to the CPS interview, I assume that the

individual anticipates no further legislative action or “triggering” of benefits on or o" after

that date, as in Figure 3.

A second limitation of the CPS data is that employment status and unemployment du-

rations are self-reported, and respondents may not fully understand the o!cial definitions.11

Reinterviews with CPS respondents in the 1980s indicate important misclassification, partic-

ularly for unemployed individuals who are often misclassified as out of the labor force. This

leads to substantial overstatement of unemployment exit probabilities (Poterba and Sum-

mers, 1984, 1995; Abowd and Zellner, 1985). Relatedly, examination of the unemployment

duration distributions indicates substantial heaping at monthly, semi-annual, and annual

frequencies, suggesting that many respondents round their unemployment durations.

To minimize the misclassification problem, my primary estimates count someone who

10Observations in February, March, and April can be matched to data from the Annual Demographic
Survey, which includes questions about UI income in the previous calendar year. In early 2010, 56% of
job-leavers whose unemployment spells appear to have started before December 1, 2009 reported non-zero
UI income, up from 39% in early 2005.

11O"cially, someone who is out of work, is available to start work, and has actively looked for work at
least once in the last four weeks should be classified as “unemployed,” with a duration of unemployment
reaching back to the last time he/she was not in this state. Someone who has not actively searched or is
unavailable to start a job is out of the labor force. But the line between unemployment and nonparticipation
can be blurry, particularly when there are few suitable job openings to which to apply or when job search
is intermittent. The data suggest that reported unemployment durations often stretch across periods of
nonparticipation or short-term employment back to the perceived “true” beginning of the unemployment
spell.
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is observed to exit unemployment in one month but return the following month — that is,

someone whose three-month trajectory is U-N-U or U-E-U — as a non-exit.12 This means

that I can only measure unemployment exits for observations with at least two subsequent

interviews. I have also estimated alternative specifications that count all measured exits or

that exclude many of the “heaped” observations, with similar results.13 I discuss these issues

at greater length in Section 6.

Finally, the CPS does not attempt to track respondents who change residences between

interviews. If UI eligibility a"ects the propensity to move, this could bias my estimates in

unknown ways. Although the mobility rate may have fallen over the course of the recession

(Frey, 2009; Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl, 2011), my ability to match a CPS respondent

to a follow-up outcome does not appear to be correlated with my UI duration measures,

conditional on the covariates discussed below.

Table 1 presents summary statistics for my full CPS sample, which pools data for inter-

views between May 2004 and January 2011, matched to subsequent interviews in each of the

next two months. (Rotation groups that would not have been targeted for two follow-up in-

terviews are excluded.) Figure 4 presents average monthly exit probabilities for unemployed

workers who report having been displaced from their previous jobs (as distinct from new

entrants to the labor force, reentrants, and voluntary job leavers) over the sample period.

The overall exit hazard fell from about 40% in mid 2007 to about 25% throughout 2009

and 2010.14 The Figure also reports exit hazards for those unemployed 0-13 weeks and 26

weeks or more. The hazard is higher for the short-term than for the long-term unemployed.

However, both series fell similarly to the overall average in 2007 and 2008, suggesting that

only a small portion of the overall exit hazard decline can be due to composition e"ects

arising from the increased share of long-term unemployed with low exit rates.

12Fujita (2011) and Farber and Valletta (2011) also recode U-N-U trajectories as U-U-U.
13I am unable to address a related potential problem: although the CPS data collection is independent

of that used to enforce job search requirements, these requirements may lead some true non-participants to
misreport themselves as active searchers. This may lead me to overstate the true impact of UI durations on
labor force participation decisions.

14This is a lower exit rate than is apparent in the BLS gross flows data, which also derive from matched
CPS samples but do not incorporate my adjustment for U-N-U trajectories.
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4 Empirical Strategy

The matched CPS data allow me to measure whether an unemployed individual exits un-

employment over the next month, but do not allow me to follow those who do not exit to

the end of their spells. I thus focus on modeling the exit hazard directly. I assume the

monthly hazard follows a logistic function. To distinguish between the di"erent forms of

unemployment exit, I turn to a multinomial logit model that takes reemployment, labor

force exit, and continued unemployment as possible outcomes.

Let nist be the number of weeks that unemployed person i in state s in month t has been

unemployed (censored at 99); let Dist be the total number of weeks of benefits available to

her, including the nist weeks already used as well as weeks she expects to be able to draw

in the future; and let Zst be a measure of economic conditions. Using a sample of displaced

workers, I estimate specifications of the form:

ln

*

#ist

1! #ist

+

= Dist" + Pn (nist; $) + PZ (Zst; !) + %s + &t. (3)

!ist is the probability that the individual exits unemployment by month t + 1; "s and #t

are fixed e"ects for states and months; and Pn and PZ are flexible polynomials. This can

be seen as a maximum likelihood estimator of a censored survival model with stock-based

sampling and a logistic exit hazard, with each individual observed for only two periods.15

However, as I discuss below , modeling survival functions in the CPS data is challenging due

to inconsistencies between stock-based and flow-based measures of survival. In Section 6, I

develop a simulation approach to recovering survival curves from the estimated exit hazards

that are consistent with the observed duration profile. For now, I focus on modeling the

hazards themselves.

After some experimentation, I settled on the following parameterization of Pn:

Pn (nist; $) = nist$1 + n2
ist$2 + n$1

ist$3 + 1 (nist & 1) $4. (4)

15In principle, individuals can be followed for more than two periods in the CPS data. Accounting for this
would give rise to a somewhat more complex likelihood function. I treat an individual observed for three
periods as two distinct observations, one on exit from period 1 to period 2 and another on exit from period
2 to period 3 (if she survives in unemployment in period 2), allowing for dependence of the error term across
the observations.
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This appears flexible enough to capture most of the duration pattern. I have also estimated

versions of (3) that include a full set of dummy variables for all 100 possible values of nist,

with little e"ect on the results.

As discussed above, the main challenge in identifying the e"ect of Dist is that it covaries

importantly with labor demand conditions. My first empirical strategy exploits the haphaz-

ard roll-out of EUC, the discontinuous triggers in EUC and EB, and the repeated expiration

and renewal of the federal authorizing legislation to generate variation in the duration of

UI benefits among labor markets experiencing plausibly similar economic conditions. This

requires absorbing labor demand conditions through the PZ function. In my preferred spec-

ification, PZ is a cubic polynomial in the state unemployment rate. I also explore richer

specifications that control as well for cubics in the insured unemployment rate — an alter-

native measure of unemployment based only on UI-eligible workers — and the number of

new UI claims in the CPS week (expressed as a share of the employed, eligible population).

Note that labor demand is likely negatively correlated with the availability of benefits, so

specifications of PZ that do not adequately capture demand conditions will likely lead me

to overstate the negative e"ect of UI benefits on job-finding.

My second strategy narrows in on the variation coming from state decisions about which

EB triggers to adopt, using a control function to absorb all other variation in Dist. I

augment (3) with controls for the availability of EB benefits under maximal and minimal

state participation in EB, along with indicators for the status of each of the four EB triggers

and for the actual number of EUC weeks available.16 With these controls, the only variation

in Dist should come from di"erences among states in similar economic circumstances in take-

up of the optional EB triggers.

Both of these strategies rely on parametric controls to ensure that Dist is conditionally

16During the period covered by my sample, trigger 1 is “on” when the 13-week moving average of the
insured unemployment rate (IUR) is at least 5% and above 120% of the maximum of its values one year and
two years prior. Trigger 2 is on when the IUR is at least 6%, without the lookback provision. Trigger 3 is
on when the three-month moving average of the total unemployment rate (TUR; the traditional measure)
exceeds 6.5% and is above 110% of the minimum of its values one year and two years prior. Trigger 4 is on
when the TUR exceeds 8%, with a similar lookback. Trigger 1 applies to all states; states can opt to use
trigger 2 or trigger 3 as well, but if they use trigger 3 they must also provide 20 weeks (in place of the usual 13)
of EB benefits if trigger 4 is on. My minimal and maximal simulated EB eligibility measures are an indicator
for trigger 1 being on and an indicator for one of triggers 1, 2, and 3 being on; these simulated measures,
following program rules, can change status no more than once in 13 weeks. See National Employment Law
Project (2011) and Federal-State Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 1970 (undated).
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uncorrelated with labor demand. A third strategy uses job seekers who are not eligible for

UI, either because they are new entrants to the labor market or because they left their former

jobs voluntarily, to control nonparametrically for state labor market conditions (Valetta and

Kuang, 2010; Farber and Valletta, 2011). Using a sample that pools all of the unemployed,

I estimate:

ln

*

#ist

1! #ist

+

= Dist" + Pn (nist, eist; $) + eistPZ (Zst; !) + %st, (5)

where "st is a full set of state-month indicators and eist is an indicator for whether individual

i is a job loser (and therefore presumptively UI-eligible). Pn(nist, eist; $) represents the full

interaction of the unemployment duration controls (4) with the eligibility indicator, while

eistPZ(Zst; !) indicates that the relative labor market outcomes of job losers and other

unemployed are allowed to vary parametrically with observed labor market conditions. The

UI duration coe!cient " is identified from covariance between UI extensions and changes in

the relative unemployment exit rates of job losers and other unemployed, over and above

that which can be explained via a cubic in the unemployment rate. This specification has

the advantage that it does not rely on parametric controls to measure the absolute e"ect

of economic conditions on job-finding rates. However, recall that Figure 2A indicated that

the quit rate has been low throughout the recession. If the ineligible unemployed during the

period when benefits were extended are disproportionately composed of people who have

relatively good employment prospects, the evolving prospects of the population of ineligibles

may not be a good guide to those of eligibles, leading specification (5) to overstate the causal

e"ect of UI benefits.

Equations (3) and (5) model the e"ect of UI extensions as a constant shift in the log

odds of unemployment exit, reemployment, or labor force exit. But it seems more likely

that these extensions would have larger e"ects on the job search behavior of those who

directly benefit from them than on those who anticipate being eligible for extended benefits

many months in the future. I explore this in two ways. First, I allow the " coe!cient to

vary with nist, the length of the unemployment spell, allowing for di"erent e"ects on those

unemployed for more than or less than 26 weeks. Second, following the result in Section
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2.3 that the intensity of search e"ort increases as benefit exhaustion approaches, I turn to a

fourth estimation strategy that specifies the UI e"ect in terms of the time to exhaustion:

ln

*

#ist

1! #ist

+

= f (dist; ") +
99
,

v=0

1 (nist = v) $v + %st. (6)

Here, dist = max {0, Dist ! nist} represents the number of weeks of benefits remaining,

with f (·; ") a flexible function; I impose only the normalization that f(0; ") = 0, corre-

sponding to an assumption that UI extensions have no e"ect on job searchers who have

already exhausted even their extended benefits. The second term in (6) is a full set of indi-

cators for unemployment duration, and the third is a full set of state-by-month indicators.

The e"ect of dist is identified from comparisons among individuals of di"erent unemploy-

ment durations in the same state-month labor market. There are two sources of variation

that allow separate identification of the e"ects of d and n without parametric restrictions,

using a sample solely consisting of displaced workers. First, across-st variation in benefit

availability has one-for-one e"ects on dist for those who have not yet exhausted benefits

but not for those who have. Second, the EUC expiration rules mean that the addition of

new EUC tiers extends d for those who will transition onto the new tiers before the EUC

program expires but not for those with lower nist who expect the program to have expired

before they reach the new tiers.

5 Estimates

Panel A of Table 2 presents logit estimates of equation (3), with standard errors clustered

at the state level. The table shows the unemployment duration coe!cient and its standard

error, as well as the baseline average exit hazard (the sample mean fitted probability) for

observations from the fourth quarter of 201017 and the di"erence between this hazard and

the average counterfactual hazard that the model implies if benefit durations had been held

fixed at 26 weeks. Column 1 is estimated using only displaced workers who are presumed

17Strictly, I use observations from the September–November surveys. December observations are excluded
because the EUC program had expired and not yet been renewed at the time of the December survey; see
Section 2.2.
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to be eligible for UI benefits, and includes state and month fixed e"ects, the nist controls

indicated by (4), and a linear control for the state unemployment rate. It indicates a

significant, albeit small e"ect of UI benefit durations on the probability of unemployment

exit, with a net e"ect of the UI extensions on the 2010:Q4 exit rate of -1.4 percentage

points (on a base of 23.0%). Columns 2 and 3 add additional controls, first a cubic in the

state unemployment rate and then cubics in two other measures of slackness — the number

of UI claimants and the number of new UI claims, each expressed as a share of insured

employment. These specifications indicate modestly larger UI duration e"ects.

Column 4 turns to my second strategy, using a “control function” to isolate variation in

benefit durations coming from state decisions about which version of the EB triggers to use.

I augment the specification from Column 2 with controls for the number of weeks of EUC

benefits, for the status of each of the four EB triggers, and for simulated EB benefits under

the most and least generous versions of the triggers. This leaves little variation in the D

variable and produces large standard errors, but the point estimate is strikingly similar to

those in columns 2 and 3.

Column 5 explores the sensitivity of the result to the definition of unemployment “exit.”

Where my main specifications count only exits that don’t backslide into unemployment

the following month, in order to exclude those most likely to be spurious consequences of

measurement error in employment status, this column counts all exits. This allows me to

expand the sample by over 50%, as I only require one follow-up interview to measure exit.

But it has little e"ect on either the " estimate or its standard error. (Note, however, that

the baseline exit hazard is 8 percentage points higher with this measure, indicating either a

high rate of misclassification of labor force status or a high rate of true backsliding.)

Finally, column 6 turns to my third strategy, returning to my preferred outcome vari-

able and adding to the sample nearly 65,000 unemployed individuals who left their jobs

voluntarily or are new entrants to the labor force and are therefore not eligible for UI bene-

fits. As indicated by equation (5), this specification includes state-by-month fixed e"ects.18

plus controls for separate duration and unemployment rate e"ects for job losers relative to

18For computational reasons, I estimate the within-st coe"cients by conditional logit, then back out
consistent but ine"cient estimates of the "st fixed e!ects for use in predicted exit probabilities.
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the other unemployed. The UI e"ect is notably larger in this column than in the earlier

specifications, perhaps indicating that the UI-ineligible unemployed are not an ideal control

group for the eligible unemployed during the recession. However, even in this specification

the estimates indicate that the UI extensions reduced the monthly exit hazard by only 3.5

percentage points. By comparison Figure 4 indicates that the exit hazard fell by about 20

percentage points between 2006 and 2009.

Panel B of Table 2 loosens the specifications from Panel A, allowing Dist to have distinct

e"ects on those unemployed more and less than 26 weeks. The negative e"ect of D on

unemployment exit is found to be heavily concentrated among those unemployed 26 weeks or

more, with only one of the six estimates of the e"ect on shorter-term unemployed significantly

di"erent from zero. The implied e"ects of UI extensions on exit hazards are roughly similar

to those in Panel A, a bit smaller in columns 1, 2, 3, and 5 but larger in columns 4 and 6.

Table 3 repeats the specifications from columns 1-5 of Table 2, Panel B, this time us-

ing multinomial logit models that distinguish between exits to employment and exits to

nonparticipation in the labor force.19 The multinomial logit specification imposes the “inde-

pendence of irrelevant alternatives” (IIA) assumption, which corresponds to an independent

risks assumption for competing risk models. This is likely incorrect here, particularly if (as

in the model in Section 2.3) search e"ort is continuous and labor force participation simply

corresponds to an arbitrary e"ort threshold. Nevertheless, given the important di"erences

in the interpretation of UI e"ects on reemployment and on labor force exit, distinguishing

them even imperfectly can be useful to our understanding.

The results in Table 3 are quite stable across specifications. For the long-term unem-

ployed, benefit durations have negative, significant e"ects of similar magnitude on the logit

indexes for both types of unemployment exit. For the short-term unemployed, estimates

indicate positive and moderately large but statistically insignificant e"ects on reemploy-

ment and roughly zero e"ect on labor force exit. The bottom rows show the e"ects of UI

extensions on average exit hazards in 2010:Q4. Benefit extensions appear to lead to larger

reductions in the probability of labor force exit than in the probability of reemployment,

19The multinomial logit version of column 6 from Table 2 is computationally quite intensive and is not
included here.
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reflecting the positive estimated e"ects on reemployment of the short-term unemployed.

Given the imprecision in those point estimates, however, e"ects of comparable magnitude

on the two margins are clearly within the confidence intervals.

It is worth considering the impact of violations of the IIA assumption on the multinomial

logit estimates. The most likely source of violation is unobserved heterogeneity: Individuals

with low job-finding probabilities may be most likely to exit the labor force. If so, UI

extensions that dissuade these individuals from labor force exit will reduce the average job-

finding probability among the unemployed through a pure composition e"ect, on top of any

e"ect operating through UI’s disincentive for intensive search. Thus, one might expect the

estimated e"ects on job-finding that result from the IIA assumption to somewhat overstate

the true constant-composition e"ects. As even the estimated e"ects in Table 3 are quite

small, it seems safe to conclude that UI extensions have not had large e"ects on the job-

finding probabilities of the unemployed. I discuss the magnitudes of the estimated e"ects

at greater length in Section 6.

Next, I turn to an alternative specification (6) that allows the e"ects of UI durations to

operate through the time to exhaustion. The basic specification is analogous to Column 2 of

Tables 2 and 3, with state and month indicators and a cubic in the state unemployment rate.

I also include a full set of unemployment duration indicators20 and controls for the time until

exhaustion. As discussed in Section 4, the time-until-exhaustion e"ects are identified due to

variation across state-month cells in the number of weeks available Dst — with one-for-one

e"ects on dist only for those whose durations do not exceed the higher D value — and to

variation in Dist across unemployment cohorts within cells due to the projected expiration

of EUC benefits at fixed calendar dates, which means that earlier unemployment cohorts

expect to be able to start more EUC tiers than do later cohorts.

I begin with a specification that allows for unrestricted dist e"ects. The d coe!cients from

this specification are illustrated as the solid line in Figure 5.21 They show a clear pattern of

20The duration density gets thin at above one year, and most respondents seem to round their durations
to the nearest month. I thus include weekly duration indicators for durations up to 26 weeks and monthly
indicators thereafter, plus separate linear weekly duration controls within each of 8 bins (26-30 weeks, 31-40,
41-50, 51-60, 61-70, 71-80, 81-90, and 91-99).

21The maximum value of dist in my sample is 83, but the number of observations is quite small for values
above 46 so I show coe"cients only for the lower portion of the distribution.
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negative coe!cients that are roughly constant across dist for dist > 10, then shrinking toward

zero as dist falls toward zero. This is consistent with the general pattern one would expect

from reasonably parameterized search models (see Section 2.3), with depressed search e"ort

from those with many weeks left and increasing e"ort as benefit exhaustion approaches.

Thus, I next turn to a semiparametric specification that allows for three duration terms:

A linear term in dist; a second linear term in max {0, dist ! 10} that allows for a change

in the slope when dist exceeds 10; and an intercept that applies to all individuals with

remaining benefits (i.e. with dist > 0). Note that the model in Section 2.3 implies that

labor force participation may be higher when dist = 1 than when dist = 0 but conditional on

participation job-finding rates should be the same in the two periods. This implies that in

a multinomial logit specification the dist > 0 coe!cient should be zero in the reemployment

equation and positive in the labor force exit equation

The estimates from a logit version of the resulting specification are shown as a dashed

line in Figure 5, and in the first row of Table 4. As in the semiparametric specification, exit

rates are lower for those with many weeks of remaining benefits than for those whose benefits

have been exhausted, roughly constant across d greater than 10, and sharply increasing as

d falls from 10 toward 0.22 There is no significant di"erence in exit rates between those

in their last weeks of benefits and those who have already exhausted, holding constant the

length of the spell. The rightmost rows of Table 4 show that the implied e"ect of UI benefits

on the UI exit rate is quite similar to those in Panel B of Table 2.

The second row of Table 4 shows a specification that includes a full set of state-by-month

indicators. This shows very similar results to those in the less restrictive specification. In

rows 3 and 4, I return to the control variables from row 1, but use a multinomial logit that

distinguishes alternative types of exit from unemployment. As before, we see substantial

e"ects of UI benefits on both margins, though the net e"ect on labor force exit hazards is

somewhat smaller than in Table 3. Note also the large positive coe!cient for the (d > 0)

indicator in the labor force exit equation. This indicates that people in their last week of

22The sharp increase in the exit rate as d approaches zero is consistent with the presence of a “spike” in
the exit rate at or near the exhaustion of benefits (i.e., at d = 0 or d = 1; see, e.g., Katz and Meyer, 1990a).
The CPS data are not well suited to the identification of sharp spikes, however, as the monthly frequency
smooths out week-to-week changes.
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benefits are more likely to exit the labor force than are those who have already exhausted,

consistent with the idea that UI benefits are keeping people in the labor force who would

otherwise have abandoned their searches. However, this coe!cient is only marginally signif-

icant.

6 Simulations of the E!ect of Unemployment Insurance Ex-

tensions

The results in Tables 2, 3, and 4 indicate that the UI benefit extensions enacted in 2008-

2010 reduced both the probability that a UI recipient found a job and the probability that

he exited the labor force, with somewhat larger estimated impacts on the latter than the

former. But the magnitudes are di!cult to interpret. This section presents simulations of

the net e"ect of the extensions on labor market aggregates, obtained by comparing actual

unemployment exit hazards with counterfactual hazards that would have been observed in

the absence of UI benefit extensions.

Extrapolation of the estimated hazards to the aggregate level requires confronting an

important limitation of the longitudinally linked CPS data: The exit hazards seen in the

data are inconsistent with the cross-sectional duration profile. Figure 6 illustrates this

by plotting survival curves computed in two di"erent ways. The solid line uses the CPS

as repeated cross sections, without attempting to link observations between months. The

survival rate to duration n of the cohort entering unemployment in month m is simply the

ratio of the number of unemployed observations at month m + n with duration n to the

number of unemployed observations at m with duration 0.23 To smooth the estimated rate,

I pool both numerator and denominator across all entrance months in calendar year 2008.

The dotted and dashed lines are Kaplan-Meier survival curves based on unemployment

exit hazards estimated from the linked CPS sample described in Section 3. The survival

rate to duration n is computed as
-n$1

t=0 p (m+ t, t), where p (x, t) represents the share of

unemployed individuals in month x at duration t who remain unemployed in month x+ 1.

23In practice, the unemployment duration measure is in weeks, where the CPS sample is monthly. For
Figure 6, I compute the duration in months as floor(n/4.3), where n is the duration in weeks and 4.3 is the
average number of weeks in a month.
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The dotted line uses two-month panels to estimate p, counting as survivors only those who

report being unemployed in the second month (that is, only U-U transitions). The dashed

line uses my preferred survival measure, using a three-month panel to measure persistence

of exits and only counting exits between month 1 and month 2 where the person does not

return to unemployment in month 3 (that is, U-E-E, U-N-N, U-N-E and U-E-N transitions

count as exits between months 1 and 2 but U-E-U and U-N-U cycles are treated as survival

into month 2).

The Figure indicates that the Kaplan-Meier survival curves are both substantially below

the curve computed from repeated cross-section data. The most important contributor to

this discrepancy is the phenomenon highlighted in Section 3: It is not uncommon for an

unemployed individual in month t to report being out of the labor force or employed in t+1

and then unemployed again (often with a long unemployment duration) in t+2. While some

of these transitions are real, a large share appear to be artifacts of measurement error in

the t+ 1 labor force status (Abowd and Zellner, 1985; Poterba and Summers, 1986, 1984).

The alternative Kaplan-Meier survival curve based on the three-month panel substantially

reduces the discrepancy with the repeated cross section data.

Extensive exploration of the CPS data points to two other factors contributing to the

remaining discrepancy. The first is so-called “rotation group bias”: The measured unemploy-

ment rate is higher in the first month of the CPS panel than in later months, even though

each rotation group should be a random sample from the population (see, e.g., Bailar, 1975;

Solon, 1986; Shockey, 1988). Second, individuals starting a new unemployment spell often

report long durations. This phenomenon is particularly common when the employment spell

that precedes the entry into unemployment is short, suggesting that respondents may be

conflating what appear to be distinct spells into a longer super-spell. However, this does not

seem to be a complete explanation. In 2006 and 2007, for example, there are nearly 2,400

respondents observed to be employed for three consecutive months and then unemployed

in the fourth month; 10% of these report unemployment durations in the fourth month of

longer than 6 weeks.

A full econometric model of measurement error in CPS labor force status and unemploy-

ment durations is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, I use ad hoc procedures similar
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in spirit to the “raking” algorithm that the Bureau of Labor Statistics uses in constructing

the gross flows data (Frazis, Robison, Evans, and Du", 2005) to force consistency between

the Kaplan-Meier survival curves and the cross-sectional duration profile. I use two di"erent

adjustments; I argue below that one approach is likely to lead me to somewhat overstate

the e"ect of UI extensions while the other is likely to understate it.

Let u (m, n, s) be the count of individuals observed in month m in state s with duration

n (in months) obtained from cross-sectional data; let p (m, n, s) represent the probability

that an individual in month m in state s with duration n persists in unemployment by

month m+ 1; and let pc (m, n, s) be the counterfactual persistence probability that would

be observed in the absence of unemployment insurance extensions. Both p and pc are

obtained from fitted values from the exit regressions presented in Section 5.

The unemployed at duration n are the survivors from among the unemployed at n ! 1

one month prior. This creates a link between the u () and p () functions:

u (m, n, s) = u (m! 1, n! 1, s) p (m! 1, n! 1, s) + e (m, n, s) . (7)

In population data without measurement error, the residual e (m, n, s) would be identically

zero. The actual residual in (7) has two components. The first is mean-zero sampling error,

which may cause the number of unemployed in newly entering rotation groups to di"er from

the number rotating out. The second is the “late entry” phenomenon discussed above, which

leads to E [e (m, n, s)] > 0 for most n.

We wish to compare u (m, n, s) to the counterfactual unemployment uc (m, n, s) that

would be observed had the persistence probabilities been pc rather than p. To do this,

I assume that entry into unemployment at duration 0 is not a"ected by UI extensions:

u (m, 0, s) = uc (m, 0, s) for all m and s. My two approaches di"er in their assumptions

about the counterfactual values of e (m, n, s).

My first approach begins with an alternative expression for u (m, n, s) obtained by

recursively substituting into the right side of (7):
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u (m, n, s) = u (m! n, 0, s)
n$1
.

t=0

p (m! n+ t, t, s) + E (m, n, s) , (8)

where E (m, n, s) #
!n

r=1 [e (m! n+ r, r, s)
-n

t=r p (m! n+ t, t, s)]. (Hereafter, I sup-

press the month and state subscripts, understanding that increments to duration require

corresponding increments to the month of observation in order to maintain a focus on the

same entry cohort.) In this approach, I assume that the cumulative count of surviving late

entries E (n) is una"ected by UI extensions. I estimate Ê (n) # u (n) ! u (0)
-n$1

t=0 p (t),

then use (8) to construct a counterfactual unemployment count

ûc1 (n) # u (0)
n$1
.

t=0

pc (t) + Ê (n) . (9)

Note that Ê (n) is simply the vertical distance between the solid and long-dashed lines in

Figure 6, evaluated at duration n.

The second approach assumes instead that the per-period late entries e (n) are una"ected

by UI extensions but that the subsequent persistence of these late entrants is a"ected.

Following (7), I estimate ê (d) = u (n) ! u (n! 1) p (n! 1), then define the counterfactual

count iteratively as:

ûc2 (n) = uc2 (n! 1) pc (n! 1) + ê (n) . (10)

This can be rewritten to yield an intuitive expression for ûc2 (n) in terms of actual counts

u (n) and two adjustments:

ûc2 (n) # u (n) + u (n! 1) [pc (n! 1)! p (n! 1)] (11)

+
/

ûc2 (n! 1)! u (n! 1)
0

pc (n! 1)

The first adjustment — the second term on the right side of (11) — reflects di"erences

between the actual and counterfactual scenarios in unemployment persistence at duration

n! 1, while the second adjustment — the third term in (11) — captures di"erences in exit
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at durations t < n! 1, multiplied by the probability of surviving from n! 1 to n.

Neither assumption about the late entries is particularly plausible. First, there is no

reason to expect that the job search behavior of “late entrants” to unemployment will be

una"ected by UI extensions, particularly if these late entrants are in part an artifact of

measurement error in the pre-unemployment labor force status. If the late entrants are in

fact a"ected, Ec (n) < E (n) and ûc1 (n) > uc (n). This implies that the UI e"ect inferred

from the comparison of u (n) with ûc1 (n) will understate the magnitude of the e"ect of UI

extensions.

On the other hand, insofar as the late entrants are composed of people completing a

cycle from unemployment to nonparticipation and back, UI extensions that reduce the flow

from unemployment into nonparticipation would also likely reduce the number of subsequent

late entries. This would imply ec (n) > e (n) and ûc2 (n) < uc (n), so a UI e"ect inferred

from the comparison of u (n) with ûc2 (n) will likely overstate the magnitude of the e"ect of

UI extensions on employment. Thus, there is reason to think that the two counterfactuals

should bracket the true e"ect of UI extensions (assuming, of course, that the e"ects of UI

extensions on exit hazards obtained from the specifications in Section 5 are accurate).

Figure 7 presents the two counterfactual simulations of the number of unemployed, using

the model from Table 3, column 2 to construct p and pc and aggregating across all durations

at each point in time. The solid line shows the actual, non-seasonally-adjusted counts from

the monthly CPS. The two counterfactual simulations ûc1 and ûc2 are plotted as short and

long dashes, respectively. Counterfactual approach 1 indicates essentially no e"ect of the UI

extensions, making the short-dashed line hard to distinguish from the solid “actual” series.

Counterfactual approach 2 o"ers only a slightly di"erent conclusion, suggesting that the UI

extensions increased unemployment in 2010 and early 2011 by a bit less than 2%.

Table 5 presents more results from the simulations, using three specifications of the exit

hazard regression to examine aggregate unemployment and the long-term unemployment

share in January 2011.24 The first specification is the one graphed in Figure 7, using a

24My simulations focus on unemployment durations in months, and count anyone unemployed 6 months
or more as long-term unemployed. This is a somewhat more generous definition than that used by BLS, as
I generally include people who report being unemployed for exactly 26 weeks on the survey date where BLS
does not. This accounts for the discrepancy between the baseline long-term unemployment rate in Table 5
and the published rate of 42.2%.
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cubic in the state unemployment rate to absorb endogeneity in the availability of extended

UI benefits. The second specification is the multinomial logit model from Table 4, which

models the e"ect of UI as operating through the number of weeks until exhaustion. Finally,

I use the state-by-month fixed e"ect specification from column 6 of Table 2, identified from

comparisons between job-losers and job-leavers, which showed the largest estimated e"ects

of UI durations of any of the specifications examined in Section 5.

The estimates indicate that UI extensions raised the number of unemployed in January

2011 by between 24,000 and 908,000 and the long-term unemployment share by between

0.4 and 2.9 percentage points. In each case the largest estimates come from counterfactual

method 2 and the state-by-month fixed e"ects specification; leaving these out, the upper end

of the ranges are 403,000 unemployed and 2.0 percentage points of long-term unemployment.

The unemployment rate in January 2011 was 9.0%, so the high-end estimate corresponds to

an e"ect of the UI extensions on the unemployment rate of under 0.6 percentage points, and

most of the estimates are in the range of 0.3 percentage points or below. These are much

smaller e"ects than are indicated by the extrapolations discussed in Section 2.4.

The lower panel of Table 5 presents an alternative and more speculative set of counter-

factual simulations. An important question regarding the e"ects in Panel B of Table 5 is

whether the e"ect of UI extensions on unemployment reflects reduced job search behavior

or simply reduced labor force exit. As a first e"ort to assess this, I re-run the simulations,

turning o" the e"ects of UI on the propensity to become reemployed and retaining only

the e"ects on the labor force exit propensity. Specifically, let Xist be the observed values

of the explanatory variables and let 'e and 'n be the full vectors of covariates from the

employment and nonparticipation equations, respectively, of the multinomial logit model.

The one-period survival probability is then pist = [1 + exp (Xist'e) + exp (Xist'n)]
$1 and

the counterfactual survival probability used for the simulations in Panel B of Table 5 is

pcist = [1 + exp (Xc
ist'e) + exp (Xc

ist'n)]
$1, where Xc

ist represents the explanatory variables

in the counterfactual scenario where benefits are fixed at 26 weeks. In Panel C, I use instead

pc
"

ist = [1 + exp (Xist'e) + exp (Xc
ist'n)]

$1. Comparisons of simulations based on pist and

pc
"

ist reveal how much of the overall e"ect revealed by the pist-pcist comparison is due to labor

force exit. The results in Panel C indicate that just turning o" the e"ect of UI extensions
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on labor force exit reduces unemployment by half or more as much as did turning o" both

UI e"ects in Panel B, suggesting that the majority of the e"ect of UI extensions on overall

unemployment and on long-term unemployment is operating through the labor force exit

channel, by keeping people in the labor force who would otherwise have exited.

Table 6 takes another approach to this question. Returning to the original counterfactu-

als, I simulate not just survival in unemployment but also exit into each of the alternative

states. Importantly, I treat both reemployment and nonparticipation as absorbing states. In

practice, this means that I assume that anyone who leaves unemployment for nonparticipa-

tion (and remains out of the labor force for two months running) does not thereafter return

and find employment within two years of the beginning of the initial unemployment spell. I

also maintain the assumption of the multinomial logit model that reemployment and labor

force exit are independent risks. The table shows the distribution across the two absorbing

states in January 2011 for the cohort that entered unemployment in the first quarter of

2009. (In both the actual data and the counterfactuals, less than 1% of this cohort remains

unemployed at this point.) Both sets of parameter estimates indicate that the UI extensions

raised the share of unemployment entrants who ultimately found their way to employment,

by 1.3 percentage points, and reduced the share who exited the labor force.

These results must be interpreted with some caution, as they rest importantly on the

assumption of independent risks. With this assumption, an individual who is dissuaded

from exiting the labor force in one month has approximately a 14% chance of becoming

reemployed the next month, the same as would an individual who never considered exiting

unemployment. This is probably not realistic; one might expect that the unemployed with

the worst employment prospects are the most likely to exit the labor force. Thus, one might

not want to take the positive e"ect of UI extensions on reemployment at face value. Even

so, it is clear that any negative e"ect must be small.

7 Discussion

The design of unemployment insurance policy trades o" generosity to workers who have

experienced negative shocks against the disincentive to return quickly to work created by
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the availability of generous non-work benefits. In bad economic times, displacement from a

job is a much larger shock, as it can take much longer to find new work. Moreover, insofar

as weak labor markets reflect a shortage of labor demand, the negative consequences of

reduced search e"ort among the unemployed may be relatively small.25 It thus stands to

reason that one might want to extend unemployment insurance benefit durations during bad

times (Landais, Michaillat, and Saez, 2011; Kroft and Notowidigdo, 2011; Schmieder, von

Wachter, and Bender, 2011). Such extensions can have macroeconomic benefits as well, as

the unemployed likely have a high marginal propensity to consume and UI payments thus

have relatively large multipliers (Congressional Budget O!ce, 2010).

However, the advisability of long UI extensions depends importantly on the view that

the reduced job search induced by these extensions will not overly slow the labor market

matching process. Many commentators have argued that the 99 weeks of benefits available

through the EUC and EB programs in 2010 and 2011 have gone too far, some pointing to

the apparent outward shift of the Beveridge Curve in 2010 (Elsby, Hobijn, and Sahin, 2010)

as evidence that UI extensions have reduced labor supply su!ciently to noticeably slow the

recovery of the labor market.

It is ultimately an empirical question whether UI extensions lead to large reductions

in job finding. But the e"ect of extensions on job finding rates is hard to identify, because

extensions are usually implemented in response to poor labor market conditions. Fortunately

for the researcher (if not for UI recipients themselves), the haphazard way that the EUC

program was gradually expanded and then repeatedly renewed generates a great deal of

variation in benefit availability that is plausibly exogenous to the demand conditions that

otherwise confound e"orts to estimate the benefit duration e"ect.

Using a variety of comparisons that isolate di"erent components of the variation in benefit

availability, I find that extended benefits do reduce the rate at which unemployed workers

reenter employment. But the reductions are small, in most specifications smaller than e"ects

of extended benefits on labor force exit. The two e"ects both lead to increases in measured

unemployment, but combined they have raised the unemployment rate by only about 0.3

25See, e.g., Kroft and Notowidigdo (2011). Schmieder, von Wachter, and Bender (2011) find evidence in
Germany, however, that the reemployment e!ect of UI durations is relatively constant across the business
cycle.
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percentage points, implying that the vast majority of the increase in the unemployment rate

was due to demand shocks rather than to UI-induced supply reductions. Moreover, only half

or less of the small UI e"ect comes from reduced reemployment rather than from reduced

nonparticipation (i.e., from increased labor supply). Some simulations even suggest that the

availability of extended benefits might have raised reemployment rates of displaced workers,

by keeping them in the labor market for longer.

Any negative e"ects of the recent unemployment insurance extensions on job search are

clearly quite small, too small to outweigh the benefits of transfers to people who have been

out of work for over a year in conditions where job-finding prospects are bleak (Gruber,

1997). Moreover, all of the estimates herein are partial equilibrium; I do not account for

congestion on the supply side of the labor market. Incorporating these spillovers would make

extensions more attractive, as reduced job search among a subset of the unemployed would

not translate one-for-one into reduced employment but would rather simply shift jobs from

the UI recipients to other job seekers, particularly at times when jobs are rationed (Landais,

Michaillat, and Saez, 2011). The evidence here thus supports the view that optimal UI

program design would provide for generous extensions of benefit durations in deep recessions

that last until the labor market is strong enough to give displaced workers a realistic chance

of finding new employment before their benefits expire.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proofs of propositions

All proofs are by induction.

Proof of Proposition 1. First, note that "VU (s, 0)
"s = "VU (s, 1)

"s for all s. Thus, s!1 = s!0 and

VU (1)! VU (0) = u (b)! u (0) > 0. Second, assume VU (x) > VU (x! 1) for some x. Then

VU (x+ 1)! VU (x) = VU

&

s!x+1, x+ 1
'

! VU (s!x, x)

% VU (s!x, x+ 1)! VU (s!x, x)

= ! (VU (x)! VU (x! 1)) (1! p (s!x)) > 0. (12)

Note that the inequality here follows from the definition of s!x+1 # argmax VU (s, x+ 1).

Proof of Proposition 2. See above for s!1 = s!0. For d % 1, s!d is defined by p" (s!d) =

1
!(VE$VU (d$1)) . Proposition 1 thus implies that p"

&

s!d+1

'

< p" (s!d), so p"" (s) < 0 implies

s!d+1 > s!d.

Proof of Proposition 3. Let s!!d = argmax ṼU (s, d) and let &d = 1 (s!!d % "). I show that

&d+1 = &d for all d > 0.

Begin by considering the case where &0 = 1 and s!!0 > ". Then an argument identical to

that above implies that the search requirement is never binding: s!!1 = s!!0 and for all x > 0,

ṼU (x+ 1)! Ṽ (x) > 0, s!!x+1 > s!!x and &x = 1.

Next, suppose that &d = 0 for some d % 1, but &d+1 = 1. Without loss of generality,

assume that &x = 0 for all 0 & x & d. (This merely means that we have chosen the smallest

d such that &d+1 = 1.) This implies that

ṼU (x) = max
s<#

u (0)! s+ !
(

p (s)VE +
1

1! p (s) ṼU (x)
2)

= max
s<#

u (0)! s+ !p (s)VE

1! ! (1! p (s))
(13)

for all 0 & x & d. Note that the right-hand side of (13) does not vary with x, so the left

side does not either. In particular, ṼU (d) = ṼU (d! 1). Moreover, because labor force exit
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with sd+1 = s!d < " is a feasible option with d+1 weeks of benefits available, it must be the

case that ṼU (d+ 1) > ṼU (d). Next, note that

ṼU (d) < ṼU (d+ 1)

= ṼU

&

s!!d+1, d+ 1
'

= u (b)! s!!d+1 + !
(

p
&

s!!d+1

'

VE +
1

1! p
&

s!!d+1

'

ṼU (d)
2)

= ṼU

&

s!!d+1, d
'

+ !
&

1! p
&

s!!d+1

''

1

ṼU (d)! ṼU (d! 1)
2

< ṼU (d) + !
&

1! p
&

s!!d+1

''

1

ṼU (d)! ṼU (d! 1)
2

, (14)

where the final inequality follows from a revealed preference argument for benefit duration

d. This implies that ṼU (d) > ṼU (d! 1), a contradiction.

There are thus only three possible values for the &d sequence: &d = 1 for all d % 0; &d = 0

for all d % 0, or &d =

"

#

#

$

#

#

%

0 if d = 0

1 if d > 0

. Unemployment to nonparticipation transitions thus

occur only when benefits are exhausted; benefit extensions will delay these transitions for

those who would otherwise have exhausted their benefits.
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Job 
losers

Job leavers / 
entrants / 
reentrants

Job 
losers

Job leavers / 
entrants / 
reentrants

(1) (2) (3) (4)
N 99,133 80,163 81,201 64,934
Share matched to one follow-up interview 90% 89% 100% 100%
Share matched to two follow-up interviews 81% 81% 100% 100%
Unemployment duration (spells in progress)

Average (weeks) 23.2 22.2 23.1 22.1
Share 0-13 week 54% 59% 54% 59%
Share 14-26 weeks 17% 15% 17% 15%
Share 27-98 weeks 24% 20% 24% 20%
Share 99+ weeks 5% 6% 5% 6%

Monthly exit rate from unemployment
Counting all exits (1+ follow-ups)

Total 39% 52% 38% 52%
To employment 23% 20% 23% 20%
Out of labor force 15% 32% 15% 32%

Not counting U-N-U or U-E-U transitions (2+ follow-ups)
Total 30% 42% 30% 42%
To employment 20% 18% 20% 18%
Out of labor force 10% 24% 10% 24%

Number of weeks of unemployment benefits
Statutory 55.8 -- 54.5 --
Expected (total) 45.5 -- 44.2 --
Expected (remaining) 25.1 -- 24.0 --

State unemployment rate 7.7% 7.0% 7.7% 6.9%

All unemployed Subsample with 2+ 
follow-up interviews
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Sample is 
all unemp.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Panel A:  Constant effect of UI across all durations
# of weeks of UI benefits (/100) -0.23 -0.27 -0.30 -0.32 -0.27 -0.52

(0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.20) (0.10) (0.07)

Average exit hazard in 2010:Q4 23.0% 23.0% 23.0% 23.0% 31.0% 23.6%
Effect of UI extensions (p.p.) -1.4 p.p. -1.7 p.p. -1.9 p.p. -2.0 p.p. -2.2 p.p. -3.5 p.p.
Controls

State FEs Y Y Y Y Y
Month FEs Y Y Y Y Y
Unemp duration controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
State unemployment rate linear cubic cubic cubic cubic
State insured unemp rate cubic
State new UI claims rate cubic
EUC weeks available Y
EB trigger controls Y
State-by-month FEs Y
Job loser indicator Y
Unemployment duration X job loser Y
Unemployment rate X job loser Y

Alternative UE exit indicator N N N N Y N

Panel B:  Allowing effect to vary by individual unemployment duration
Weeks of benefits (/100) X 0.26 0.21 0.16 -0.12 0.02 -0.38

unemployed < 26 weeks (0.15) (0.15) (0.15) (0.20) (0.11) (0.13)
Weeks of benefits (/100) X -0.26 -0.30 -0.33 -0.67 -0.29 -0.61

unemployed 26+ weeks (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.25) (0.10) (0.08)

Average exit hazard in 2010:Q4 23.0% 23.0% 23.0% 23.0% 31.0% 23.7%
Effect of UI extensions (p.p.) -0.7 p.p. -1.0 p.p. -1.2 p.p. -3.5 p.p. -1.7 p.p. -3.7 p.p.

Sample is job-losers
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Reemployment

Weeks of benefits (*100) X 0.37 0.30 0.23 0.02 0.12
unemployed < 26 weeks (0.18) (0.19) (0.20) (0.29) (0.13)

Weeks of benefits (*100) X -0.32 -0.36 -0.40 -0.66 -0.34
unemployed 26+ weeks (0.14) (0.14) (0.15) (0.34) (0.11)

Labor force exit
Weeks of benefits (*100) X 0.04 0.00 -0.01 -0.31 -0.12

unemployed < 26 weeks (0.19) (0.18) (0.19) (0.30) (0.13)
Weeks of benefits (*100) X -0.29 -0.31 -0.33 -0.68 -0.34

unemployed 26+ weeks (0.12) (0.12) (0.13) (0.36) (0.11)
Effect of extensions on average hazards in 2010:Q4

Reemployment
Baseline 13.7% 13.7% 13.7% 13.7% 16.7%
Effect of extensions -0.1 p.p. -0.3 p.p. -0.5 p.p. -1.3 p.p. -0.5 p.p.

Labor force exit
Baseline 9.4% 9.4% 9.4% 9.4% 14.3%
Effect of extensions -0.8 p.p. -0.9 p.p. -0.9 p.p. -2.2 p.p. -1.5 p.p.

Sample is job-losers
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Any weeks 
left

# of 
weeks 

left 

max(0, # of 
weeks - 12)

Avg. 
hazard in 
2010:Q3

Effect of UI 
extensions 

(p.p.)
(/10) (/10)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Logit for unemployment exit
(1) State, month, UR controls 0.09 -0.35 0.37 23.0% -1.2 p.p.

(0.07) (0.10) (0.10)
(2) State-by-month controls 0.06 -0.32 0.34 23.8% -1.3 p.p.

(0.08) (0.11) (0.12)
Multinomial logit with state, month, UR controls
(3) Reemployment -0.06 -0.28 0.32 13.7% -0.5 p.p.

(0.11) (0.14) (0.14)
(4) Labor force exit 0.18 -0.35 0.35 9.4% -0.7 p.p.

(0.10) (0.11) (0.11)
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Level % p.p. %
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Panel A:  Baseline
Actual in January 2011 14,937 45.5%

Panel B:  Counterfactuals, allowing for UI effects on reemployment and labor force exit
Table 3, column 2

Counterfactual method 1 14,914 +24 +0.2% 45.1% +0.4 +0.9%
Counterfactual method 2 14,653 +284 +1.9% 44.1% +1.4 +3.2%

Table 4, rows 3-4
Counterfactual method 1 14,836 +101 +0.7% 44.7% +0.8 +1.7%
Counterfactual method 2 14,534 +403 +2.8% 43.5% +2.0 +4.5%

Table 2, column 6, panel B
Counterfactual method 1 14,576 +362 +2.5% 44.7% +0.8 +1.7%
Counterfactual method 2 14,029 +908 +6.5% 42.7% +2.9 +6.7%

Panel C:  Counterfactuals, allowing for UI effects only on labor force exit
Table 3, column 2

Counterfactual method 1 14,871 +67 +0.4% 45.3% +0.2 +0.5%
Counterfactual method 2 14,711 +226 +1.5% 44.7% +0.8 +1.9%

Table 4, rows 3-4
Counterfactual method 1 14,843 +95 +0.6% 45.2% +0.3 +0.7%
Counterfactual method 2 14,700 +237 +1.6% 44.6% +0.9 +1.9%

Unemployment
Level 

(1,000s)
Effect of UI 
extensions

Long-term unemp. share
Level 
(%)

Effect of UI 
extensions
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p.p. % p.p. %
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Table 3, column 2
Baseline 67.7% 31.4%
Counterfactual method 1 66.3% +1.3 +2.0% 33.0% -1.6 -5.0%

Table 4, rows 3-4
Baseline 68.3% 30.7%
Counterfactual method 1 66.9% +1.3 +2.0% 32.4% -1.7 -5.3%

Share reemployed Share out of labor force
Level 
(%)

Effect of UI 
extensions

Level 
(%)

Effect of UI 
extensions


